
  

If your legs stiffen themselves while driving, be aware that something is 

happening. Either you have Viagra prescribed by your MD, or your front 

suspension is totally seized. In the latter case, the solution is only one - "Go 

rigid!"  

 

Michael Śmieszek  

 

  Cyclists do often have  problems with their  libido, however this time we found the ideal solution for 

not only them, but for all those 29er users, who consider a front shock as a probably unnecessary 

element of the bike. It is also undoubtedly the only legitimate bike part  of worship for declared 

followers of religions: “Stiffness-Über-Alles” and "Pure MTB". What am I up to?  

Well, it is all about a quite fresh offer delivered by manufactory of Travers Bikes from UK, which 

specializes in the production of titanium, “standard” and “non-standard” 29ers, as well as fancy fat 

bikes.  

The winner is… Travers Prong 29, which is actually a completely new project of Michael Travers 

(compared to the previous model).  The recent one wasn’t bad at all, what you could see on photos 

made during the test of Rudy Fat 29+, but current forks are somewhat a class better. Even though, if 

the old model was good enough, then why Travers decided to completely refresh the product? Life, 

dear, life ... The idea of a complete new design of the fork came after hearing the reviews from the 

users of titanium Travers frames armed with previous version of carbon Prong 29. They pointed out 

the lack of a few elements, such as extra water bottle mounts, but most of all a "proper" clearance 

between the lag and the tire. Finally, it turned out  that designing Prong 29 again was way easier than 

trying to adopt the old one.  

 

The new fork has a very attractive characteristics. First of all knocks out its ultralight weight: 640g !!! 

Prong is quite long - 485mm, which is an equivalent to the 100mm front suspension. Fork’s geometry 
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has been adjusted to fit currently produced frames with front shocks. The rake of fork is 42mm. 

Mentioned tire clearance is 97mm! Therefore there shouldn’t be any problem to  mount  high 

volume, 29 inch “slippers”, including those fattest 3 inch balloons from Surly or Maxxis. Michael 

Travers highlights the versatility of the new model  especially in the context of the growing popularity 

of monster 29+ bikes.  

 

Moreover, the new Prong 29/29 + is equipped with direct mount  disc brake and what is the most 

important – a QR15mm rigid axle dropouts. It's still a rarity in this category of bicycle accessories 

though its advantages are very clear. Of course, the traditional quick release “pin” will be still 

available. In such a case you certainly do not need to worry about the front wheel escaping from the 

hooks – the design prevents it. Nevertheless, it is far more practical to go for QR15mm fixed axle. 

Tapered carbon steerer tube has a length of up to 30cm, so you definitely will need to shorten it “a 

bit” . 
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One of the biggest advantages of the new model is the presence of mounts ready to hold water 

bottles or any other compatible bike accessories. Three threaded inserts are situated on both legs of 

the fork. Travers Prong 29 is now probably the world's second model equipped with such a solution. 

Perhaps you might laugh at something like that, but you have to remember that Travers Bikes 

specializes in bikes for expeditions, escapades and multi-staged "endurance" races. Such bits and 

pieces are really useful.  
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Fork has passed and exceeded quality tests, including EN14766. It is also the main reason for such a 

late debut, as the first rumors came at the beginning of the year, but first Travers’ prong had to pass 

all the exams required by European law. It did! In addition to the two-year warranty the quality is 

proofed by claimed no weight limits! And I am very happy to hear that because new Prong 29 will be 

able to hold my heavy and fat ass. You may expect a comprehensive review soon after it shows up in 

Poland. 

Price for such rigid monster is 329GBP. That's a quite a lot considering you can have a fine suspension 

for the same amount, but for "pure MTB" enthusiasts, single speeders as well as for all explorers of 

unexplored trails it is still a very reasonable cost and a “must to have”. 

So let's get rigid then! 
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